
Product design & identity 

Hearth.net is a social network for people involved in the gift 
economy. The platform goal is to simplify gift transaction and 
connect people with the same spirit.

Context

Hearth.net 
redesign

The Job

Conclusion

The Concept

Item Discussion

Rewards

Make a post

The bi暑est challenge — Responsive design

Mobile vesion

Quick profile view

My job was the platform transition from the rigid eBay-like 
platform to a new engaging social network. I handled both the 
product design and platform rebranding. After the years the 
platform has evolved. However most of the key concepts have 
remained.

The project itself turn to be extremely challenging due to the 
short period of the 4 months from the research, design, 
validation to implementation. 

I have been designing not only the interactions but also the 
visual communication of the proposed identity and the rest of 
the graphic design stuff. On top of that, the proposal required 
full responsive functions of the product.

At that time the design ready-made frameworks like material 
design didn't exist.

The proposed concepts were adapted to the community 
quickly. In the following months after implementation, we have 
recorded raising product engagement. Later the concept 
evolved to more mature solutions and adapted to the new 
community needs.

Large screen version offers a large view of three columns 
overview. To keep the necessary information on the same page.

Once the item was posted, the community participant can 
express their willingness to give or get. Often it leads to many 
posts about location time or cooperation of more engaged 
participants.

Instead of elaborate form for submitting a 
market item, I have proposed a simplified 

post that can be submitted instantly.

One of the most challenging parts of the project was to design product 
responsively. In 2013 responsive design was without frameworks and touch 

concepts have been just evolving, and UI design tools like sketch just 
started to penetrate the market with its early releases.

Discussion
Hidding part to adapt 
changing layout

Navigation layer over 
the news feed

User list
Profile with extended 
thanks

Swipe to thankPost item

In the gift economy is the reputation of people 
important indicator that separate active givers 
from community exploiters. Indicators like friends 
and giving activity helps individual participant feel 
more secure and willing to engage.

Sounds strange but this is the only reward that is 
involved in a transaction — however, the most 
critical indicator of the successful conversion. 
Therefore the proposal was to engage community 
members in appreciating and thanking as much as 
possible. 

Change status as 
writting in the field

Community reputation

Visual first to help 
people engage visualy

Simplified form to 
submit item on the fly

Specify groups for the 
items

Navigation What’s new on market Discussion above the market item

                           I wish for someone to tell me 

anytime they find cool non leather products! 

Especially someone some new size 5 silver 

high heel peep toe shoes with spikes on.

I can give

Prague 5 Berlin, Spandau

Carolline Losengo

Friends

Locality



Analysis, Information Architecture, Visual Design

Runway is a coworking space and innovation hub bringing 
together entrepreneurs, startups, VCs, mentors, Fortune 500 
companies, and industry experts.

I need to find the reasonable interface concept as soon as possible. Therefore I translated 
the assignment to the list of jobs to be done. Then I brainstorm what kind of real life 

artefact people would use to accomplish the job. And later I have translated that 
artefacts into the digital objects.

Thanks to the analysis I have also got an essential content inventory that 
could be elaborated in the next step into information architecture.

I have combined data items with action items to create content clusters. 
Action items also indicated the navigation between content clusters.

At the end, I have assigned content clusters an object name.

Following the information architecture, I have translated the content items 
to smaller UI elements and layout them on particular screens. I haven't been 
spending time on particular interactions since the prototype was meant to 

validate product concepts and features.

After the years in the industry, I have proposed own methods to design and 
validate product branding. According to the product maturity, budget and 
requirements for exactness I am following the specific protocol to achieve 

the required rigorousness. This one was the most simple one.

I have selected the London topic, to demonstrate what the UI could look like 
when applying a particular visual scheme. However, it was only a draft to 

open the discussion with the stakeholders.

Define Topic

Variant A

Variant B

Variant C

The topic is implicitly saying a certain story 
of the product. That story is a holder of 
sentiments, that users read and 
understands the story.

Thanks to the mood boards the stakeholder 
can better understand the visual concepts. 
Moodboards can be very simplistic like this, 

or very descriptive containing particular 
elements.

Once the mood board is selected the rest is 
the application of the visual into the Design 

system.

Create Moodboars Apply on the UI

The offices' locality is lack of nearby restaurants. They realised 
that the solution could be a mobile application that helps to 
find a venue for lunch, organise lunching peers and plan the 
venue journey.

Context

Problem Analysis

Information Architecture

Prototyping the Screens

Proposing Visual Design

Problem

Hungry Runway

Job
My job was to analyse requirements and design the a mobile 
application. The biggest challenge was the short time from the 
assignment to delivery. I haven't a chance to talk to the client 
and validate the results.

Jobs To Be Done Real Artefacts Digital Objects

Find right venue Venue List Venue List

Invite others Members list Members list

Join offer venue trip Discussion / Wall Wall

Plan venue Map
Navigation Map

Find rigth way Map / Compass / Navigation

Rate venue Venue review / Venue Profile

Venue Profile
Recomend venue Venue review / Venue Profile

Add new venue Venue List
Learn what food is in offer Menu

Venue Detail

Daily offers Rate venue

Recomendations Recommend venue 

Favorite meal today Rate meal

Ratings Join group

Basic informations

Map

Venue distance See my location

Venue location Measure distance

My location See venue location

Directions

Wall

Who is hungry Invite hungry 
members

What others are up to Ask for feedback

Favorite meals and places 
today

Comment post

Share

Read daily food

Venue List

Basic Infromation Filter list by 
category

Venue Ratings Sort list by distance

Top Charts Sort list by ratings

Tags / Categories Sort list by 
popularity

View venue detail

Browse venue list

View nearby venues

View nearby post

View nearby venues
View venue location

The Visual Design Result



Product design, UX/UI

Glyphs is the most popular type-design software. Its advantage 
is simple user interface within the robust feature set. 
In 2015 variable fonts technology have been introduced to the 
market. It allows to type-designers and fonts end-users fluently 
interpolate between two or more styles. For instance between 
regular and bold weight.
Such feature required a new interface solution, which is for one 
or two interpolation axes straightforward. However, for fonts 
with many axes, this becomes tricky.

Context

Interface Overview

Turn On the Preview

Glyphs 
interpolation

The Job
This task was pretty straightforward. However, things are 
getting more complicated when the project contains many so-
called masters. On top of it due to technical obstacles, the first 
solution can't be implemented. The second solution was 
adapted to the current state of the application interface.

Design Canvas

Current Glyph Edit View

Current Glyph Info Box

Preview Button

PopOver Menu
with instances options

Turn on interpolation preview 
and display axis Sliders

Current instance in PopOver Menu 

Axis Sliders Menu

Button to display interpolation menu

Zooming buttons

Usability Study

New Solution

Conclusion

However, the usability study displays that 
this solution makes the important feature 
too hidden to discover by a user. It has to 
be propagated higher in the interface.

On the top of the usability study 
discovery, the new product proposal has 
arisen. The font preview panel must 
become zoomable, to allow a user to zoom 
in and zoom out the previewed text string.

This makes the previous PopOver menu 
completely insufficient due to hiding 
important interface parts.

Solution: The zoom button added to UI 
and a new button to display the 
interpolation sliders menu.

After several ideas iteration, the last one 
displays the best performance regarding 
the discoverability of the interpolation 
menu sliders.

On top of that users are thrilled to see the 
feature implemented. Which makes us 
assured to implement the feature faster.

The main interface remained still clean 
enough. The solution is waiting for the 
implementation in the new version 
release.

Instances popover menu

Interpolation sliders menu

Scrollbar to acces other 
axes from the menu

Zooming buttons, and previe panel moved right



7 Tips for Explaining Headless 
CMS to Your Clients
by Vojtech Boril
JUN 20, 2017

Digital agencies: pay attention. Do you know how to answer 
your clients’ questions about headless CMS? Do they know 
what benefits going headless can bring their business? Stay 
on top of today’s technology and learn how to explain head-
less CMS to your clients.

Are you a digital account manager who prides themselves on finding the best solu-
tion for your clients? You’ve probably heard all the cloud-first headless CMS hype—
and so have your customers—so how prepared are you for questions like “How 
could a headless CMS benefit me?” 

With these business-focused arguments, you can easily explain to clients why 
a cloud-first headless CMS could be a great choice for them.

What Are Companies Really Looking For?
Let’s face it: clients don’t usually know which platform they want. They may not 
even know the difference between a traditional CMS and cloud-first headless CMS. 
That’s why they rely on you—their digital agency. 

Your client’s main objective is to win more customers—and of course, they’d like to 
do that while saving money and shortening time to market. So how can a cloud-first 
headless CMS be of help?

#1 Simple and Easy to Use  

Running a traditional CMS (whether on-premise or in the cloud) re-
quires hundreds of hours of babysitting—either by the client or by 
their agency.

One of the largest corporate costs associated with purchasing and implementing a 
new software is the time it takes getting employees up and running on it. Training 
employees to work with a new platform is usually a time-consuming process.

Choosing to go headless dramatically reduces training costs as users are invited to 
join the app via email and the intuitive interface is so clear and easy to use that they 
can dive straight into work!

#2 Get Rid of Maintenance Costs, Upgrades, and Security Is-
sues

Running a traditional CMS (whether on-premise or in the cloud) requires hundreds 
of hours of babysitting—either by the client or by their agency.

With true cloud-first headless CMSs, there is no need for installation, upgrades, hot-
fixes, security or back-ups. You just plug it in and focus on providing great experienc-
es to visitors, while the CMS vendor takes care of the rest.

#3 Avoid Project Delays with a Content-first Approach

Another major benefit of running a headless CMS is that content production can 
start much earlier than in traditional web development. By separating content man-
agement from its presentation layer, headless CMS enables content editors to start 
working on content from the very start of the project.

H4 This content-first approach encourages agility and collaboration between con-
tent editors and developers as they can work simultaneously throughout the project 
and get things done faster.

#4 A Single Place to Draft, Review, Approve, and Publish the 
Content

Content strategists and editors face the daily nightmare of having to switch between 
various tools for content strategy, production and approval. 

Big companies often have multiple teams working on their websites, social media, 
PR, and online stores. And these teams often operate in organizational silos. So it’s 
no wonder that content produced is clunky and inconsistent, despite the single 
product or service.

A cloud-first headless CMS provides both agencies and their clients with a single 
space for all these tasks. You, as a digital agency, simply define the content structure 
for your customers, and the content production loop can begin. 

Project managers can review and comment on content directly in the app, and once 
the feedback loop is complete, content can be published with a single click. Let’s 
throw away all additional tools, get all teams working together, and focus on what 
matters the most—delivering an outstanding project on time!

#5 Thinking Omni-channel Experience, Not Just Websites or 
Mobile Apps

The digital experience used to be just about websites, but times have changed. To-
day, you need to be able to provide a seamless and consistent experience across 
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With these business-focused arguments, 
you can easily explain to clients why
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I am highlighted text.
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Background colours
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Object colours
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Object styles

Sharp Corners

Use sharp corners for standard shapes non interactive and interactive molecules 
i.e. cards, content items, non interactive popover, tables, backgrounds, higlights

Rounded Corners

Use rounded corners for interactive atomes  
i.e. buttons, drop downs and clickable popovers     
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Product design, Usability study

Letterink is software for type designers that allows to draw 
letters with strokes and generate vector outlines. For better 
understanding see the images on the right. This helps to 
produce stroke shapes much faster, than drawing them 
manually with outlines. The software is not a stand-alone 
application, but a plugin for the Glyphs. This constraint 
required use user interface principles of the platform.

Context

Letterink
Plugin Interface

The Job

Information Architecture

Canvas Controllers

UI Panel Controllers

Keyboard Shortcuts

Concusion

UI Constraints

The software is my product and side project. And I am 
responsible for all management, design and communication 
jobs. In this particular case study, I proposed a user interface 
that simplifies the complexity of the features into intuitive 
contextual UI.

Because the product is a tool, the content-driven architecture 
doesn't make a sense. Therefore an activity driven architecture 
was the only choice.

Since I had already the insights of the tool, I have decided to 
skip initial research and proposed the tool design on my best 
guess and then validate my assumptions.

Indicators for IA decision making

Question A: What is the action context?
By describing the context, I can derive the 
action group or activity. For each action or 
activity there should be controllers, and 
since they are used in the same context, we 
need offer that controller at that particular 
moment.

Question B: How often the action occurs?
By the amount of the occurrence, I am 
prioritising particular actions, to know how 
important their controllers are. Naturally, the 
most important controllers must be 
propagated.

Drawing is mostly visual driven 
activity. Therefore it’s necessry to 
propose on canvas controllers.

Rare activity, usually happen once 
within the project.

Doesn't occur unless the project 
is about to be finished. That this 
happens very often.

Visual result, but often happens 
mostly accross whole project at 
the same time. Not possible to 
controll it directly on canvas.

The purpose of the canvas is to draw and manipulate bezier 
curves. Traditionally they have two kinds of controllers on curve 
point, also named as "node" and off-curve point/node also 
named as "handle".

We use bezier curves as a stroke skeleton to control stroke path.
Then we have own controllers for brushes on the skeleton to 
control stroke shape.

While the canvas controllers were pretty straightforward, UI 
Panel has to be more contextual. Here was the activity 
occurrence diagram beneficial.

Type-designers use keyboard shortcuts as most of the time. For 
the most used actions shortcuts are inevitable. To make them 
easy to remember I have developed logic based on the 
frequency of use and abbreviation. However, not all shortcuts 
are free due to the platform overrides. Therefore I have 
proposed an acronym that starts with certain letters and follow 
by others.

The new interface was especially useful for onboarding new 
users. With at first glance simple UI panel and visible on canvas 
controllers, we have gained higher engagement across trial 
users.

Those who are already using it for some time were happy to 
adopt new shortcuts. However, we are not able to get more 
data at the moment.

Activity Occurence MultitudeOften Rarely

Apply stroke style a skeleton node
Edit stroke style

Make new stroke style

Make outlines current layer
Make outlines for whole font

Turn on the strokes
Letterink presets

Manipulate skeleton
Draw new skeleton

Edit brush size and tilt
Setup stroke options

Canvas, UI Panel, Keyboard Shortcuts
In order to design UI panel to be so-called "nice citizen", I have to operate 

with users habits and platform standards. Another constraint was 
limited space for the panel controller, to avoid hiding the canvas view. 

And the biggest challenge was to define and validate shortcuts.

Apply stroke style
Edit stroke style
Make new stroke style
Delete stroke

Make outlines current layer
Make outlines for whole font

Turn on the strokes
Letterink presets

Setting up the toolDrawing Strokes

Orchestrate Strokes
Finishing

Manipulate Skeleton
Edit brush size and tilt
Draw New Skeleton

Current Glyph infobox Available Space for the UI Panel

G
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s 

To
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Current Glyph Canvas

Skeleton is a central line of the stroke

Brush node allows control brush and
indicate stroke outline node after expanding 

Stroke Outline allows control brush and 
indicate stroke outline node after expanding 

Brush Path allows manipulate with a brush, 
indicate the brush angle and size.

Skeleton Node allows manipulation with the 
stroke skeleton

Skeleton Handle allows manipulation with 
the stroke skeleton

Drawing Strokes
Edit up brush size and tilt
Manipulate brush
Draw Skeleton
Manipulate Skeleton

Stroke Menu to setup stroke options

Setup hides the rest of Letterink functionsInputs to edit brush size and tilt 

Stroke Styles pop over button 
acces stroke styles panel

Save as a style in case want to 
use the presets after

Styles List
Allows to select and apply or 
open particular style 
prefferences

Ad vector shape at the end of the stroke

Ad vector shape at the beginning of the stroke

Change the stroke joints

Change the stroke mode

Select a brush shape

⌘ K {string}

Initial Key Initial Key for alternatingLetterink Refference Key

Abbreviation key string

⌘ ⌥ K {string}



UI Design, Visual Design, Validation

Kentico Cloud was about to mature as a product, and its 
communication and form should express such state.

The product has early stage kind of cheap appealing due to 
undervalued visual communication. The branding hasn't any 
background and visuals have been evolved on the fly. This 
wasn't the appearance of the industry leader as the Kentico 
Cloud wanted to be positioned.

Context

Problem

Job

Project Scope

Investigate what have been done

Collect Branding Proposals

My job was to propose not only the final visual patterns but 
also a strategy for the product definition. I was about to leave 
the company, and this was my final project, so I have to prepare 
everything for the proper hands of.

The project consists of the five steps. Those are inevitable 
closures which prepare data for the following step. Each step 
was evaluated and when necessary repeated.

In this case study, I will try to demonstrate deliveries for each 
step briefly. The results of the visual design are attached as a 
separated pdf file.

This was the first step in order to kick of the project. I have 
found the previous project in the company coordinated by 
Matej Kvasnovsky. And also later branding proposal coordinated 
by Peter Augustin. I was also focusing on the methodology used 
and evaluate them which works and which doesn't in order to 
avoid repetitive failures.

First activity. 
I have been collecting proposals from the stakeholders. I have 
involved leaders that were described as the company culture 
builders. The reason was to understand the cultural sentiments 
that can be later leveraged in visual communication. For 
research details, please ask me on an interview.

Second activity
I have been leading workshops to develop clarify the branding 
proposals with the design team and product manager of the 
Kentico Cloud. As a result, we have developed the brand matrix 
that encapsulate Kentico brand family. This matrix later helped 
us to define evaluation criteria for visual concepts. Details are 
confidential information and can't be explained.

Evaluation
The step resulted in artefacts collection, that represents 
sentiment. To demonstrate the collection, I have created 
several mood boards. The criteria have evaluated the mood 
boards with the selected stakeholders. Later I have discussed 
their feelings to understand the results.

Product Branding 
Kentico Cloud

Investigate what 
have been done

Collect branding 
proposals

Propose the brand 
narrative

Visualise the brand 
narrative

1.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

2. 3. 4. 5.
Translate visuals 
into UI

Propose the brand narrative

Propose the brand narrative

Translate visuals into UI

Once I know what kind of narrative is most likely to be 
accepted across the company I have made the final selection of 
artefacts. That artifact together with the brand proposals 
becomes the assignment for the graphic designers and me. 
Together we conduct several workshops on imagery colour 
scheme and typography.

This step takes time. It requires to generate various tyles, 
research current visual trends. Everything that was created 
previously has to be cooked and distilled into something when 
everyone involved says — yes this is it!

The process took three rounds

Firs round 
was evaluated internaly in the design team. We wanted to be 
sure that we are communicating desired quality and clear 
narrative.

With the insights, I got from the research I have been working 
with a higher level of confidence then I would without it. On 
top of that I had clarified unknowns. I could count on it and 
prepared a hands-off protocol so designers after me can apply 
changes when time brings new discoveries.

For the overview of the final step results, please refer Kentico 
Cloud UI PDF document.

Second round
Was introduced across the whole company. I have created 
mood boards, that represents typography, imagery, and colour 
scheme in various layouts and UI elements. The selection of 
two mood board I have supplied with the mood board created 
with the current visual. The reason was to have some 
comparison between new and old.

For the evaluation, I have used the quantitative method of so-
called semantic differential. This consisted of several pairs of 
adjectives opposite assembled on a scale. The respondents 
were asked to rank the particular mood boards through the 
opposites pairs. And the results have been collected into a 
diagram.

Third round
We haven't been satisfied with the results. Our desired goal 
was not reached. We wanted to be sure that the particular 
visuals are delivering the desired narrative.

Therefore, I have prepared another series of the moodboards 
and follow the same protocol of evaluation as in round two.

Conclusion
Despite, of the elaboration, the goals weren't met again. Or at 
least not as we desired. The scope of the project didn't count 
on another research. Therefore I have decided to work with 
elements, that delivered the message clearly, and for the rest, I 
have used the visual language of the company.

Original Visual New Visual A New Visual B


